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I  Took  a break
I  took a break from writing blogs at the start of 2024 because I wanted to concentrate on other areas like
editing and writing books, as I am almost done with my next book I want to completed and created a new book
and build my Youtube channels, and I really do like vlogging and been really good.

If you’d  like to check out my vlogging channel
on  Youtube then check out  this link:
https://www.youtube.com/@typicallondongal
There is more vlogs to come and please
subscribe it will really help me in knowing what
content you like. 

This is the same for my blogs too and do have a
few sites, check out my Pinterest where I share
my posts, along with vlogs and other video
content:
https://www.youtube.com/@typicallondongal

So soon it will be March and means Easter
is on the horizon and Henry my son would
have easter everyday as he loves
chocolate and I know what child don’t?
Well I as a kid wasn’t a fan and it would
take ne ages to get through my eggs and I
have never been able to eat a whole Mars
Bar. Yet I still enjoy celebrating it.

My mum will usually do a Easter Egg hunt
and I like to do different things, and one
year I made my own eggs and can be really
fun for you and for children. Now I am not
saying I want your kitchen covered in
chocolate, but like Christmas, it is good to
have  fun and why not have a competition,
like making their own eggs and chocolate
gifts, and make baskets with a toys, a small
book or lucky dip. Also learning about the
Easter story. I know not everyone is
religious and I respect  that, but those who
are, it is good to have fun with family and
friends to celebrate Jesus’s life and let
your kids decide if they believe in God and
Jesus, as they develop. 

Everyone to their own.

https://www.youtube.com/@typicallondongal


Celebrating Mothers Day
So it is Mothers day on the tenth of March so what makes a good Mothers day gift?
Rememberable and something that they can use or have a new experience. 

For my mums birthday I bought her an afternoon tea from #buyagift.com and Christmas it
was a jumper from Marks and Spencers. Set a budget as remember it is not about the
cost but what they are going to get out of it.

Make a list of ideas and make it personal. I like
making cards and working towards getting back to
in doing that again and stores like The Works have
a lot of card making products or hobby craft.
Create a scrapbook for them or journal and make it
personal by using stickers. o
if they like skincare and you know what products
and brands they use can make a good gift along
with make up making sure they do actually use that
item and make your own gift set rather than buying
one of items they you know they use. 

I love a gift set but I have a lot of products to use
so if they have had a declutter, then buying them
new products may not be welcomed and if they
have said they have enough, means they don’t
want more. On the other hand if they do get
through products like skincare and make up a lot
then it is a great gift and be very much welcomed.
 

Being a mum myself we take on so much, not saying dads don’t hence why we have
fathers day too, but men and women are different and I no some will disagree, but in my
experience we can be the stirring wheel and men are the engine, they help push the car,
and so lets love our mums and having a family meal can be a good gift or book a meal to
document it, as they won’t be around forever and like my mum, they do so much that us
mums deserve that day.


